Optimize Your Sucrose Extraction Productivity
By Mario Jurcevic
The sugar manufacturing process includes growing,
harvesting, milling and processing of sugarcane or sugar
beet. Extraction of as much of the sucrose “juice” from the
cane as possible is a key productivity need in sugar milling.
The main mill gearbox type and efficiency rating chosen
for your operation, can impact your sucrose extraction
productivity. Before deciding to purchase a new, or to
repair an existing traditional parallel-shaft gearbox (800
hp to 3000 hp), it’s worth considering to two additional
options that might help increase your sucrose extraction
productivity.
First, a brief understanding of traditional, parallel-shaft
gearboxes that are commonly used in sugar mills around
the world. They are heavy-duty, robust and can include
different types of gears (spur, helical, double helical) and
bearings (cylindrical, spherical, taper rolling) within. They
are suitable to withstand the high radial thrust and impact
loading typically encountered in many heavy industrial
applications. Parallel-shaft units can have a low and high
number of reduction stages. They are typically very heavy,
fixed in place and are a significant part of the whole mill
machine system. A large foundation is required near the
production line due to the size of the components and the
overall assembly. Oil needs to be sampled twice a year
and replace once a year. The amount of power and cost
required to operate a traditional parallel-path type gearbox
is higher than alternative type gearboxes and the sucrose
productivity is lower.
Split-path gearboxes are more efficient than parallelshaft gearboxes and can enable higher sucrose extraction
productivity. They transmit a very high torque in a smaller
footprint than the traditional gearboxes. Torque is split
equally between several transmission paths, resulting in a
lighter contact force enabling the use
of smaller, lighter gears. Lower
torque in the early reduction
stage allows for a greater
transmission ratio and
smaller gears to be used.
Whereas the parallelshaft type drives need
a balanced torque
split, ultimately making
the gearbox heavier and
maintenance more complex.

Split-path gearboxes also need a large foundation, but
not as large as the parallel-path gearbox. Assembly is
required on-site due to the size of the components. The
amount of power and cost required to operate the splitpath gearbox is not as high as the traditional gearbox. The
efficiency of the gearbox is higher than the traditional, but
is lower than a planetary system. This could be significant
over the period of the grind season. Oil needs to be
sampled twice a year and replaced once a year. Split-path
gearboxes require fewer gears and bearings than planetary
gearboxes.
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Planetary, or epicyclic, gearboxes can yield the highest
productivity at the lowest cost and are therefore becoming
ever more popular in the industry. These gearboxes
have a compact structure offering more advantages
than traditional reduction gearboxes including: greater
torque transmission ability, compact dimensions, lower
weight and improved efficiency. They can be configured
in single or multiple reduction stages in a very compact
space. Planetaries are as much as 50% smaller in size and
weight, with the same torque output, because of gear
mesh load sharing. Compared to a traditional parallelshaft arrangement, a planetary gearbox can often achieve
the same reduction ratio with one fewer reduction stage,
enabling cost and size savings. The planetary gearbox
is a power-dense unit. The torque being transmitted at
any time is shared between multiple sets of teeth on the
primary drive pinion and ring gear. Torque capability is
greatly increased and reduced radial loads extend bearing
life. Overall, planetary units offer greater efficiency than
traditional gearboxes due to the distribution of forces and
reduced friction. They can typically offer 97-98 percent
efficiency at every reduction stage. Assembly of the
gearbox is not required on-site, making it much easier
to install. The amount of power and cost required to
operate the planetary gearbox is lower than the split-path
and traditional gearbox due to its higher efficiency. The
amount of power cost savings over a period of one grind
season could be significant enough that the mill could opt
to sell power back to the grid. Another advantage is an
on-board filtering and lubrication system on the planetary

gearbox that only needs
changed once per season.
Good practice would be
to sample the oil prior to
the new grinding season,
but typically oil should be
replaced after four to five
grinding seasons.
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